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**Discussion/interpretation:**  
It has been requested that Services Coordinators be allowed to conduct Adult Needs Assessments (ANA) for individuals enrolled in DD50 services, if the individual does not also need a SIS assessment. It may take less time and allow for a smoother transition to planning if the Services coordinators conducted those ANAs.

The plan for completing annual functional needs assessment (as required by CMS) is explained in detail in policy transmittal APD-PT-15-003. This policy transmittal will amend the section of policy transmittal APD-PT-15-003 pertaining to those who
receive DD50 services (no other service element is effected.)

For individuals in DD50 whose teams have indicated that they only need an ANA and have not had a significant change in needs and do not need a SIS assessment this year, the individual's services coordinator and/or the CDDP may choose to conduct the ANA assessment (if they have passed the ANA test and are qualified to conduct an ANA.)

Assessment Specialists from the ReBAR assessment unit will conduct all the ANAs and SIS assessments for those who need a SIS assessment.

**Implementation/transition instructions:**
CDDPs will continue to follow the DD50 steps for scheduling an ANA or ANA/SIS (revised copy attached). If the individual needs a SIS assessment, the assessment unit (ReBAR) will conduct both the SIS and the ANA. CDDPs will continue to schedule the SIS assessments (using the familiar procedure that has been used in scheduling SIS assessments, and is outlined in the attached steps document.) If the individual does not need a SIS assessment, the CDDP may choose to conduct the ANA and if they choose to conduct it, they will indicate this by marking "will be conducted by CDDP" in the "other information" column of the spreadsheet they received from (and return to) the assessment unit. If the CDDP indicated they would conduct the ANA they will schedule the ANA. If the CDDP did not indicate that they would conduct the ANA (and did not indicate the need for a SIS) then the assessment unit will schedule and conduct the ANA.

**Training/communication plan:**
CDDPs should communicate with the individual's team to determine if a SIS assessment is warranted and determine who will be conducting the ANA if the SIS is not warranted.

CDDPs may ask for specific training on the scheduling process by contacting Fred Jabin (fred.c.jabin@state.or.us or 503-945-6409)

To qualify to conduct an ANA assessment, one must pass the ANA test that is available on the learning center or after an in person ANA training. ODDS highly recommends that assessors attend an in person training. CDDPs can request a training or find a training by contacting Linda Darr (linda.darr@state.or.us or 541-324-4387)
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DD50 Steps for scheduling an ANA or an ANA/SIS assessment.

Step 1: ReBAR assessors will send each county a list of individuals with upcoming assessment needs based on the ISP dates counties submitted.

The list will be sent out every 2 months and will be used for upcoming months

- February 2015 ReBAR will send out list for people with ISP dates in April and May
- April 2015 ReBAR will send out list for people with ISP dates in June and July
- June 2015 ReBAR will send out list for people with ISP dates in August and September
- August 2015 ReBAR will send out list for people with ISP dates in October and November
- October 2015 ReBAR will send out list for people with ISP dates in November and Dec.
- Nov. 2015 ReBAR will send out list for people with ISP dates in Jan/Feb/March 2016

Step 2: CDDPs will mark which of the upcoming individuals need a SIS assessment in addition to the ANA assessment. In the “other information” column CDDPs will indicate if they will be conducting the ANA for individuals who do not need a SIS assessment, by marking “will be conducted by CDDP”. The CDDP will return the list to the SIS assessor.

Step 3: ReBAR assessors will send counties a list of available dates to complete the SIS/ANA assessments.

Step 4: ReBAR assessors will contact counties to set up a time to review files for upcoming assessments.

Step 5: Counties will schedule the meetings for the SIS/ANA assessment on the “available dates” list. The SC (or designated county contact) will schedule the meeting room, and invite all the participants.

Step 6: ReBAR assessors will contact providers to set up meetings for individuals who only need an ANA assessment.

Step 7: ReBAR assessors conduct assessment at appointed time

Step 8: If ANA assessment indicates significantly different supports than the most recent SIS, A new SIS assessment will be scheduled.